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1. What services/products does your company provide? (Please use bullet points if more than one). 
 
 

 

Our be-spoke App for Timesheets, Compliance and Liability Paperless Solution 

Customisable Administration/compliance forms tailored to the specific needs of NASC Members and 

delivered in App Format. 

Seamless integration with existing systems and data bases for streamlined data management. 

Dedicated support and Training for NASC Members to ensure smooth implementation and ongoing 
assistance. 

2. What benefit do these services/products provide to scaffolding contractors? 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Iphorms can save Money, Time and more importantly lives. Digitising all Compliance/daily Health and 

Safety forms will improve accuracy and reliability of the information recorded. The iphorms App is 

tailored to members specifications and requirements and can be designed to ensure all required 

fields are covered with consistent and up to date data. The risk of errors and omissions is mitigated. 

The “Clocking in” function of the App also has a disclaimer section were men must “tick” a series of 
boxes stating their equipment and themselves are fit and ready for a days work. The recording of the 
date , time and precise location of where a man was “clocking in” or out is a massive cost saving 
benefit as the men are paid to the very second they have worked. Also when clocking in, the men 

must sign and facestamp , again giving the accounts team accurate information.   
3. Why do you feel the services/products that your company provides should receive special 

recognition from NASC members? 
 
 
 
 
 

 

We believe that the products and services offered by iphorms deserve special recognition from NASC 

members for several compelling reasons. 

Tailored Solutions…..Unlike generic Software providers, iphorms specialises in developing solutions 

specifically designed for the unique needs of NASC Members. 

Proven Track Record……Iphorms has a proven track record of successful implementations and 

satisfied clients within the Scaffolding community. 

Innovation and Adaptability…..We are committed to continuous innovation and staying at the 

forefront of technological advancements. Our team consistently strives to develop new features and 

functionalities that align with emerging industry trends, ensuring NASC Members have access to 

cutting edge tools that drive their success. 

Streamlined Efficiency…….The Iphorms App has been designed to streamline and optimise daily 

operations for Scaffolding Contractors. 

In Conclusion, Iphorms is dedicated to delivering tailored solutions, proven success, innovation, 

efficiency, member engagement .We firmly believe that our products and service shave the potential 

to significantly benefit NASC Members, contributing to their overall success and warranting special 

recognitionwithin the Scaffolding industry. 
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